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Drive SDK without signing up So I
want to access my Google Drive
using Google Drive SDK (beta2) -
but I don't want to register my

app. Is it possible? I want to use
my GoogleDrive account, but with
my own credentials. Is it possible

to use my own credentials for
accessing my own data? A: The

Drive SDK allows you to
authenticate to a Google account
or Google Drive account. So either
you create a new Google account

for your Android app
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sous vide after having used it for a
while but I have noticed that an

hour long boil seems to be
mandatory in order to properly
cook my chicken. In the past, I

have easily followed the directions
on the sous vide and cooked

chicken for an hour without any
pre-cooking. What is the proper

procedure? Am I going to have to
do hours of chicken pre-cooking in

order to get the results I have
gotten in the past or will an hour
be enough? A: It's really a matter
of technique more than anything
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else. I usually don't bother
blanching my chicken (though I
suppose you can if you want). I
blanch my chicken in a steamer

basket, use a series of paper
towels as a protective barrier, then

put the chicken in the sous-vide
and close the lid. The steaming will
speed up the evaporation of water,
while preventing the exterior from
overcooking, and the paper towels

can prevent the bottom from
drying out (as well as keep

unwanted flavors out). I also make
sure to cover it with plenty of
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water during the whole cook. If you
cook it that way, you don't need to

pre-cook it, you don't need to
remove the skin, and you don't
need to have a clean cooking

environment (otherwise you're
cooking on a dirty surface

anyway). Q: MySQL insert and
insert-triggers I'm trying to figure

out how to write a trigger that
inserts a new record in another

table after INSERT into the first one
is done. I'm beginner in mysql and
want to learn the syntax for that.

For example: INSERT INTO
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tabela1(id, nome, desc) VALUES(1,
'january', 'test') INSERT INTO

tabela2(id, nome, desc) VALUES(1,
'january', 'test') I want to insert the

value 'january' in tabela2 only
when a value is inserted in

tabela1. A: This is a common use
case for triggers, you'd implement

a BEFORE UPDATE trigger for
tabela2 to make sure the inserted
value is present in the 2nd table.
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